At the heart of the healing sacrament of Reconciliation is God’s extravagant, unconditional love for us. This is conveyed in “Reconciliation - One ‘Ohana” through a spirit of aloha, appealing Hawaiian scenery, and inclusive, multi-cultural references which combine to instruct, inspire, and encourage an ever-deepening commitment to Christian life.

The accompanying video resources are designed to lead the viewer into a discernment process prior to going to confession. Select the resource that best fits your needs:

- A **Reconciliation Service** (booklet) which integrates the video into a meaningful prayer experience.
- A **Confession Guide** (tri-fold pamphlet) to be distributed post-viewing and before confession.

Through the sacrament of Reconciliation we come to know more deeply God’s love, forgiveness, healing, and transformation. May we celebrate it often!
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